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(57) Abstract: The invention provides a method and net-

work for the management of electronic gaming machines

(1) within an area (A) in which the number of allowable

gaming machines (1) is capped, e.g. by legislation. A plu-

rality of electronic gaming machines (1) at various loca-

tions (2, 3, 4) in the area (A) are linked to a central control

centre (7) which can instruct the machines (1) to change

status, e.g. to lock-out. The total number of machines (1)

at the various vanues (2, 3, 4) may exceed the number that

are allowable under the cap, but the central control centre

(7) ensures that the number of unlocked machines (1) is

below the capping number, so that at all times the number

of machines (1) which may be played is under the cap.

The central control (7) may decide which machines (1) to

lock-out based on a number of possible factors, such as

the demand for the machines (1) at a location (2, 3, 4).

Thus, a small venue (2) may have their machines (1) un-

locked during the week, but will have them locked-out at

the weekends, e.g. when the venue (2) is closed, so that

one or more other venues (3, 4) may unlock a correspond-

ing number of their machines (1).
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Electronic Gaming Machine Control

The present invention relates to electronic gaming machines, and to

methods and networks for managing the same.

5 Electronic gaming machines have become very popular, and the

machines have developed significantly in recent years. They may provide

games such as poker, Keno, blackjack, roulette, horse-racing and the like, and

the term "electronic gaming machines" should be construed broadly, and for

example, as well as machines for providing the above games, should be taken

10 to include any machine which allows a user to play a stake of some form or pay

to play.

Electronic gaming machines may be microprocessor based and may

include suitable software, firmware and/or hardware for providing the gaming

functions. They may include for example a video screen and suitable user input

15 features such as control buttons and touch screens, and may include various

coin, bill, token and card acceptors, and the like.

Controls are often in place to regulate the use of such machines, and

various authorities have passed legislation as to permissible locations for

machines and permissible numbers of machines. For example, in Australia,

20 machines are only permitted in casinos, hotels and licensed clubs, and capping

policies are in place that limit the number of machines allowable within a state

and within regions of a state. Capping may also occur on a venue basis, and

quotas may be set for each different type of machine allowed.

Generally, a regulatory watchdog will oversee compliance with the

25 legislation.

The present invention aims to provide a method and network for

managing electronic gaming machines within such regimes.

Viewed from one aspect, the present invention provides a method of

managing a plurality of electronic gaming machines provided at a plurality of

30 venues, including the step of placing the machines under a central control, and

locking or unlocking the machines so that the number of unlocked machines

does not exceed a set amount. The central control determines the number of

machines which may be unlocked at each venue depending upon a total

number of machines which may be unlocked, and may then issue unlock
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commands to the machines which it has determined should be unlocked or

otherwise inform them of their allowed status.

Viewed from a second aspect, the present invention provides a network

of electronic gaming machines including a plurality of such machines provided

5 at a number of different venues, and a central control for locking or unlocking

the machines so that the number of machines that are unlocked does not

exceed a set number.

The present invention enables different venues to have different numbers

of machines unlocked at different times, and so provides for great flexibility in

10 the management of the gaming machines within a capping regime. Thus, the

total number of machines physically provided within all of the venues of a

capped area may exceed the cap, but the central control will lock-out some of

these machines to render them unplayable and so ensure that the number of

playable machines stays within the cap. The central control can then decide on

15 the number of unlocked machines that each venue may have at any one time,

so that the capped number of unlocked machines can be appropriately

distributed throughout the capped region.

As an example, a small venue may have two or three machines, and for

some periods may not require their use, e.g. because the venues are not open

20 or because the clientele during those periods do not generally use the

machines. Using the present invention, the central control may lock-out these

machines during these periods, and may unlock a corresponding number of

machines at one or more other venues having a demand for them.

By using the present invention, a small community-based club, such as a

25 small bowling club, may have their machines locked-out during certain times of

the day or week, and may authorise the central computer to allow one or more

other venues, e.g. a hotel or casino, to unlock a corresponding number of their

machines during these times. The club may charge for this, and so may earn a

larger revenue from their allocation of machines under the cap than would

30 otherwise be the case.

The central control rmay determine which of the machines to unlock in

any suitable manner. Generally, each vienue will be assigned
:i

an ;

initial

allocation of machines, whuch will be the number that they may normally unlock

at any one time. They may then lease out these allocations when they are not
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needed or when demand from them is low (or when e.g. a greater profit may be

obtained through another venue).

In one preferred embodiment, the venues may have a number of pre-

arranged agreements between them as to who will have how many unlocked

5 machines and when, and the central control with unlock and lock the machines

based on these agreements. Thus, one venue may agree to have their

machines locked-out at a certain time to allow one or more specified venues to

have a corresponding number unlocked.

Alternatively or also, a venue may have a pre-arranged agreement on

10 lock-outs with the central control rather than with any specific other venues, and

the central control may then distribute the freed up allocations as it decides is

appropriate, e.g. in accordance with further pre-arranged agreements which

allow various of the venues to increase their number of unlocked machines at

set times when allocations become available.

15 Such pre-arranged agreements may for example be submitted for

approval to an official regulator before being implemented.

Also or alternatively to such pre-arranged regimes, the central control

may monitor the usage and the like of the electronic gaming machines, for

example in order to determine which venues have the highest demand,

20 profitability or the like, and may lock and unlock machines based on criteria

related to the monitoring, so that for example demand can be meet.

In another possible embodiment, venues may make offers to lock some

or all of their machines or may make requests to have one or more of their

machines unlocked, and the central control may co-ordinate these offers and

25 requests so that a suitable distribution of machines is achieved. For example, a

venue may request the unlocking of a certain number of their machines, and

may specify a remuneration that they are prepared to pay for this. Other

venues may offer to lock their machines accordingly. Alternatively or also, a

venue may offer to lock one or more of their machines, and other venues may

30 bid for the unlocking allocations that this would make available.

The central control may also detect when a machine becomes unusable

for some reason, e.g. because it has become defective or because it has been

locked-out through some illegal operation, and may allow another machine to

come on-line to take its place (at the same venue or elsewhere).
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The central control may record specific relationships between venues,

and for example could control the allocation of unlocked machines in

accordance with various sub-networks of the overall system, a sub-network for

example corresponding to venues owned by the same company.

5 A fee may be charged for the services of the central control, e.g. a set

administration fee such as in the nature of a network management fee and/or a

share of (gross or net) profits of the machines that have been re-allocated to a

venue, etc. Fees may also be charged by a venue for the locking of their

machines, again on a flat fee or on a share of profits basis. This may be

10 payable by the central control or by the venue or venues receiving the

corresponding unlocking allocations.

The central control may provide an audit function, and may provide billing

control for the venues.

The electronic gaming machines may be connected to the central control

15 in any suitable manner. Machines in the same venues may for example be

connected together on a local area network (LAN), and may be connected to

the central control over a wide area network (WAN). They may alternatively or

also connect to the central control directly.

The connection with the central control may be continuous, or may be

20 created on demand, e.g. through the initiation of the central control or the

electronic gaming machines. Connection could for example be a dial-up

connection initiated at set times or when a specific event or condition arises.

Lock-out of a machine may be achieved in any suitable manner, and may

for example be initiated through known lock-out commands. Such commands

25 are currently used when for example an illegal operation is detected, such as

tampering with an access door to a secure area within a machine.

The electronic gaming machines themselves may be microprocessor

controlled, and may include software, firmware or dedicated hardware therein

for communicating with and accepting commands from the central control, and

30 for providing the gaming functions and status recording. They will generally

include a network adaptor therein, such as an Ethernet card, in order to provide

a physical connection with a LAN or the like, although other connections, such

as a modem device for a dial-up connection could also be used.
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The central control may directly instruct gaming machines to change

status, or may inform a local controller for a venue, area or sub-network or the

like, as to how many and/or which machines to unlock/lock. The local controller

may then be left to determine which specific machines should be

5 unlocked/locked.

Besides providing a way of distributing electronic gaming machines in a

capped regime, the invention may also provide other benefits. For example, the

network would allow a regulator to vary a cap e.g. as to when the cap should be

in place and as to the number of machines allowed, and may include capping

10 on a venue or above area basis.

For example, a cap could be increased for a set period of time and for

set venues in accordance with tourism demands, whilst it could be decreased at

other times.

Besides locking and unlocking machines, the central control may also or

15 alternatively take other action. For example, in accordance with a cap, the

central control may change the denominations of monies that are acceptable to

the machines so that for example a machine may become a $1 per play

machine instead of a 5 or 10 cents machine (or vice versa). Also, the type of

game played on the machine could be altered, e.g. from poker to Keno or the

20 like.

Thus, the present invention may also allow machines to have their

games changed based upon a cap made on the basis of quotas for different

types of game.

Further, instead of locking a machine out, the central control could

25 instead alter the machine to become a non-gaming machine, e.g. a video

arcade machine or Internet access machine or to take on some other function.

Thus, viewed from a further aspect, the present invention provides a

network of electronic gaming machines including a plurality of such machines

provided at a number of different venues, and a central control for changing the

30 status of the machines between a first gaming state in which a machine is able

to perform a gaming function, and a second (e.g. non-gaming, alternative

gaming, or lock-out) state different from the first state, the central control

determining which machines to place in the first state in such a manner that the

number of machines in the first state does not exceed a preset number.
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The present invention also provides a method for managing electronic

gaming machines, including the step of placing the machines under a central

control, and of determining whether the machines should be placed in a first

gaming state or in a second (e.g. non-gaming, alternative gaming, or lock-out)

5 state different from the first state, based on capping information.

Viewed from another aspect, the present invention provides a method of

managing electronic gaming machines, including the steps of placing the

machines under a central control, and of changing the state of the machines

based on capping information.

10 Viewed from a further aspect, the present invention provides a network of

electronic gaming machines, including a plurality of such machines provided at

a plurality of venues, and a central control for changing the state of the

machines based on capping information.

The machine state may relate to any suitable feature/function of the

15 machine, e.g. to a gaming function or facility, a gaming or non-gaming state, the

game type, the monies and denominations accepted, the jackpots provided and

the like.

The capping information may also be based on any suitable criteria, e.g.

on area, location, type of venue, type of machine and/or game, time and date,

20 and the like.

The present invention also extends to software, firmware and/or

hardware for implementing the above features.

Thus, viewed from another aspect, the present invention provides

computer software for managing a plurality of electronic gaming machines from

25 a central control, the software including a component for determining which of

the machines may be placed in a first gaming state, such that the number of

machines available for use in that state falls within a set limit, and a component

for sending instructions to the machines based on the determination.

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described, by way of

30 example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings. It is to be

understood that the particularity of the drawings does not supersede the

generality of the preceding description of the invention.
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Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a plurality of electronic gaming

machines at various venues within a state showing the unlocked and locked

statuses of the machines at one particular time.

Figure 2 is a similar diagram to Fig. 1, but showing the unlocked and

5 locked statuses of the machines at a different time.

Referring to Fig. 1, a plurality of electronic gaming machines 1 are

provided at various venues, such as clubs 2, hotels 3 and casinos 4 of varying

sizes throughout a state A.

At each venue 2, 3 or 4, the gaming machines 1 are connected together

10 by a local area network (LAN) 5, such as an Ethernet LAN, having a gateway

device 6 that connects the LANs 5 to a central control 7 either directly or

through a Wide Area Network (WAN) 8. The electronic gaming machines 1

thus form a network of machines controlled by the central control 7.

The connections between the machines 1 ,
gateway devices 6, WANs 8

15 and the central control 7 may take any suitable form, e.g. fixed line or wireless

transmissions, and may be continuously open or provided on demand, e.g. in a

dial-up manner.

It will of course be realised that the shown methods of networking and

connection are non-limiting, and that they may take any form that allows for

20 control of the electronic gaming machines 1 directly or indirectly by the central

control 7.

The electronic gaming machines themselves will have a microprocessor

control, an adapter card for connecting to the LAN 5 and suitable software for

running the gaming programme and for communicating with the central control

25 7.

The central control 7 may comprise suitable computer hardware and

control programming. It determines which of the machines 1 are to be locked

and unlocked, based on a preset cap e.g. as imposed by a regulatory body.

This cap may be a state cap, and may also include regional caps and venue

30 caps. For example, in the shown illustrative network, a cap of 50 working

machines may be set throughout the state A, whilst within this, a cap of 20

working machines may be set in a region B. In addition, venue caps may be

set, e.g. so that a particular venue may only have a set number of machines,
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and/or so that a venue of a particular type, e.g. club, hotel and/or casino, may

only have a set number of machines.

In the examples shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the shaded machines are

locked, and the unshaded machines are unlocked.

5 Thus, in the example shown in Fig. 1, the smaller venues 2 have all of

their machines 1 unlocked, whilst the larger venues 3 and 4 have some of their

machines locked out. Such a situation may provide an optimum distribution for

e.g. a weekday.

It will be noted that the number of unlocked machines in the region B is

10 equal to the regional cap of 20 working machines, whilst in the remaining area

of the state A (Region C), the number of unlocked machines is set to 30, so as

to keep the number of unlocked machines in the state A at the state cap of 50.

Fig. 2 shows the same network at a different time, which may for

example be on a weekend evening. In this case, the larger venues 3,4 may be

15 experiencing heavy demand, and so may wish to have all of their machines

unlocked, whilst the smaller venues 2 may be closed or may experience little

demand, and so may have no need for their machines.

In this case, the smaller venues may receive a fee from the larger

venues for allowing the transfer of their allocation of unlocked machines to the

20 larger venues. This fee may be a flat fee for each machine, or a fee dependent

upon the net or gross profit resulting from the allocation of the unlocked

machines to the larger venues. This profit may be set as an average of the

takings by all of the machines or may be based on the profit of a single machine

or a sub-set of the machines, or in some other suitable manner.

25 Thus, the smaller venues, which are often community-based clubs, are

able to increase their revenue, whilst the larger clubs can fulfil their demand.

The present invention thus addresses the needs of both small and large venues

within a capping regime.

The organization running the central control 7 may also charge a fee for

30 their services. Again, this may take any suitable form, and may comprise a flat

management fee and/or a fee associated with the turnover of a leased unlocked

allocation.
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It will be noted that in Fig. 2, the Region B has 18 unlocked machines,

two under that provided by the regional cap, and so the Region C is able to

have 32 unlocked machines.

It will also be noted overall that the total number of machines at the

5 various venues may exceed the number that are allowable under the caps, but

that the central control ensures that the number of unlocked machines is below

the capping numbers, so that at all times the number of machines which may be

played is under the caps. Thus, overall in state A there are 70 actual machines,

but only 50 are playable at any one time, whilst in region B there are 30 actual

10 machines but only 20 are playable at any one time.

Various possible criteria may be used by the central control 7 in deciding

on how to allocate the unlocked machines. For example, venues may have pre-

arranged agreements between one another to allow one to allocate some or all

of their allotment of machines to one or more of the other venues at various

15 times. Alternatively, a venue may have a pre-arranged agreement with the

central control, that its allocation of machines may be available at certain times,

and the control may allocate the machines as appropriate, and in accordance

with e.g. pre-arranged agreements between the central control and other

venues that they can receive available allocations at various set times. These

20 pre-arranged agreements may then be pre-authorised by a regulatory body.

It is possible for the central control 7 to change the cap, so that more or

less machines can be unlocked at set times.

The central control 7 may also be able to monitor the machines, and may

be able to make new assignments of the allocations dependent upon the status

25 of the machines. For example, should a machine become faulty or otherwise

unavailable, the central control may lock-out the machine and unlock another

machine which is available for use, either at the same venue or elsewhere.

The central control 7 may record information of the statuses of the

various machines for review by a regulatory authority. It may also provide other

30 support services, such as an audit trail for the usage, etc., of the machines and

inter-venue billing control.

It is to be understood that various alterations, additions and/or

modifications may be made to the parts previously described without departing

from the ambit of the present invention, and that, in the light of the teachings of
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the present invention, the various network components and functions may be

implemented in software, firmware and/or hardware in a variety of manners.

In one possible alternative, instead of locking a machine out, the central

control 7 may change the status of a machine so that it provides a non-gaming

function or changes the denomination of monies that it will accept to play a

game or changes the type of game played or the like.

Further, the central control may monitor the usage of the machines, and

may allocate unlocked machines based on where demand is heaviest or based

on some other suitable criteria.
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1. A method of managing a plurality of electronic gaming machines

provided at a plurality of venues, including the step of placing said machines

5 under a central control, and locking or unlocking said machines so that the

number of unlocked machines does not exceed a set amount.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said method includes the step of

providing a fee to a venue for the locking of one or more of the venue's

10 machines.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, including the step of pre-assigning machine

allocations for one venue to one or more other venues at one or more set times.

15 4. The method of claim 1 or 2, including a step of bidding for unlocked

machines.

5. The method of any preceding claim, including the step of monitoring the

status of said machines and of assigning allocations of unlocked machines

20 based on the results of said status monitoring.

6. The method of claim 5, including the step of monitoring machine

demand.

25 7. The method of claim 5, including the step of monitoring the operative

status of the machines.

8. The method of any preceding claim, including the step of grouping the

machines into two or more sub-groups, and unlocking the machines so that the

30 number of machines unlocked in one or more of the sub-groups does not

exceed one or more set limits.
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9. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the central control instructs

local controllers at the venues as to the number of machines at those venues

that may be unlocked.

5 10. An electronic gaming machine network including a plurality of electronic

gaming machines provided at a number of different venues, and a central

control for locking or unlocking said machines so that the number of said

machines that are unlocked does not exceed a set number.

10 11. The network of claim 10, wherein said central control assigns said

unlocked machines to said venues in accordance with preset agreements.

12. The network of claim 11 or 12, wherein said central control monitors the

status of said electronic gaming machines, and unlocks and locks said

1 5 machines based on the status of said machines.

13. An electronic gaming machine network including a plurality of electronic

gaming machines provided at a number of different venues, and a central

control for changing the status of the machines between a first gaming state in

20 which a machine is able to perform a gaming function, and a second state

different from the first state, the central control determining which machines to

place in the first state in such a manner that the number of machines in the first

state does not exceed a preset number.

25 14. The network of claim 13, wherein said central control places said

machines in either a locked or unlocked state.

15. A method for managing electronic gaming machines, including the step

of placing the machines under a central control, and of determining whether the

30 machines should be placed in a first gaming state or in a second state different

from the first state, based on capping information.

16. The method of claim 16, wherein said machines are placed in an

unlocked gaming state or a locked state.
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17. A method of managing electronic gaming machines, including the steps

of placing the machines under a central control, and of changing the state of the

machines based on capping information.

5

18. A network of electronic gaming machines, including a plurality of such

machines provided at a plurality of venues, and a central control for changing

the state of the machines based on capping information.

10 19. Computer software for managing a plurality of electronic gaming

machines from a central control, the software including:

a component for determining which of the machines may be placed in a

first gaming state, such that the number of machines available for use in that

state falls within a set limit; and

15 a component for sending instructions to the machines based on the

determination.

20. The software of claim 19, including a component for sending instructions

to lock a machine if it is determined that it is not to be placed in a gaming-

20 enabled state.

21. Gaming networks substantially as hereinbefore described with reference

to the accompanying drawings.

25 22. Methods of managing a plurality of electronic gaming machines

substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

23. Software for managing a plurality of electronic gaming machines

30 substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying

drawings.
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